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Ever since he lost Elena, everything in Rusty's life has gone wrong. Her wealthy, influential father
drove him out Salvation, away from everyone he'd ever loved. Now Rusty is back, elected by the
people to one of the most powerful positions in the country. He isn't about to let the woman who
once cost him everything get under his skin again. Not when there is a cold-blooded killer on the
loose. And not unless he can find a way to live with her father and her millions.
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Bulace
I have read this book before, and liked it. But, as I stated above it needed editing. I thought this was
true, the first time I read it too. The was a lot of run on sentences in the beginning of the book, like
a grade school or middle school person wrote it. The run on sentences got less as the book went, but
was still there in the book. If the editing was done, then the book would have gotten a better rating.
Anaginn
Small town family mentalities. Three sisters who are close in age but miles apart in temperament. The pleaser, the drunk and the
vicious one. There is a murder mystery and childhood romance being rekindled. Believable characters, more drama than intrigue.
I doubt I will re-read this story. I am interested in other works by this author.

in waiting
Got this free - really enjoyed it. Will probably buy the others in the series.
Flarik
First rate mystery/romance story. It takes place in west Texas where cattlemen and oilmen rule the
roost. This is epitomized by Randall Ryder who lives by his own rules.... Not always on the right side
of the law. The book starts with the alleged death of one of his daughter's who is strangled by one of
her cutting horses. The story moves on at a fast rate as the sheriff is suspicious and believes it might
be murder. He becomes involved with one of Randall's daughters, Elena and together they attempt
to find out the truth. There are many other side stories that contribute to final outcome. This was my
second read and was just as much fun as before. Anna Jeffries knows her West Texas and knows
how to write a great book
Felhann
I fell in love with the characters in this book. Anna Jeffery has a way in her writing to make sure you
do. I have read some other works by this author, but never took the time to review. I now always
take the time to pay honor to their work. This book is really good from page one until it's conclusion
and you'll be thinking right up to the end. A really good read!!!
Zahisan
This book had a murder to be solved, and the main character at one point growing up, had a little
thing was the murder victim's sister. I'd have to say the only annoying thing was how "daddy"
played such a big part in everyone's life, whether or was being controlling or influencing ppl and his
family that it irritated me. If I was his daughter I think I would have had to tell him to back off.
Zolorn
There are some very dedicated law enforcement officers out there in your midst. This book talks
about one, and the voters elected him Sheriff. Small communities have founding fathers, and
Starvation Texas is no exception. A great tale and an enjoyable read..
I would have given
I would have given 10 stars if I could. anna jeffrey is a great author.
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